U.S. COAST GUARD

A Working Bibliography of MHI Sources
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GENERAL SOURCES


Stika, Joseph E. Published transcript of 1975 interview. Arch. Covers his service, 1910-51.


**PRE-1915**


Wainwright, Jonathan M. Papers. 26 Boxes. Arch. Includes log of USS Harriet Lane, a Civil War revenue cutter commanded by his grandfather.

**1915-1940**


Newton, Byron R. "From Sail to Stern to Aircraft in the Coast Guard." *US Air Service* (Dec 1932): pp. 9ff. Per.

Stika, cited above. Arch.


**WORLD WAR II**

De Quesada, Alejandro M. *U.S. Coast Guard in World War II.* NY: Osprey, 2010. 64 p. D773.D47.


Scheina, Robert L. U.S. Coast Guard Cutters & Craft of World War II. Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute, 1982. 331 p. VA61.S33.


SINCE 1945


   Back to peacetime allowances in number and grade.


Kaplan, H.R., & Hunt, James F. This is the Coast Guard. Cambridge, MD: Cornell Maritime, 1972.


   65 p. HJ6645.T85.

   7 v. VG53.U56.

U.S. Coast Guard. Register of Officers/Department of Transportation, Coast Guard. Wash, DC:
   1980-82. VG53.U34.

Walter, Christopher. "The Death of the Coast Guard." United States Naval Institute Proceedings

   See transcripts of Ernest Cummings, who commanded cutter, 65-66.

   Air-sea operations.
NOTE: CONTROL OF US COAST GUARD

1915 - USCG established from Revenue Cutter Service & other organizations.
   In peacetime: under administrative control of Treasury Dept until 1967 and then of Dept of
   Transportation.

   In war or at direction of President: part of US Navy, as follows...

WWI - entire service incorporated into Navy, 6 Apr 1917

WWII - entire service to Navy by exec order, 1 Nov 1941, where it remained until 1 Jan 1946. (Annual
         Report, Secretary if the Navy, 1942, p.50)

         (earlier, as of Oct 1940, certain Coast Guard vessels operated under Navy control on Atlantic patrol.
         (Navy Report, 1941, p. 9 & Willoughby, USCG in WWII, p. 8, D773.W48)

         Hawaiian CG units came under Navy control 16 Aug 1941 by exec order (Willoughby, p.7)

KW - at least one CG ship served in Korean waters, the cutter Taney, in a commo-meteorological capacity
      (Kaplan & Hunt, This is the CG p. 163, VG53.K36)

VN - several squadrons served in Vietnamese waters (Tulich, USCG SE Asia, p.3, DS554.3.T84.)